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Abstract: The vision process is very complex and requires for its realization in arti-
ficial systems a fundamentally new technology for systems generation. This must be
based on processes of learning, adaptation and self-organization. I here give a brief
overview of some of the conceptual issues that will have to be addressed and will dis-
cuss vision as a model application for organic computing in general. At the end I give
short references to ongoing work along those lines in my laboratory and very briefly
discuss wider application areas.

1 Introduction

Vision, as realized in animals, is a process of enormous complexity. It exemplifies such as-
pects of computing systems as integration of large numbers of sub-systems, self-organization,
learning and implementation of goals. Artificial vision has had four initial decades of sheer
frustration. None of the academically defined sub-problems, such as edge finding, motion
extraction, stereo depth estimation, color constancy, structure from X (motion, stereo or
grey level), figure-ground separation, object recognition, let alone scene recognition or
learning from example, has yielded to intensive efforts. In our variable and complex envi-
ronment none of the many proposed algorithms can perform reliably and without tremen-
dous ambiguity. This lead to the widespread recognition that these problems cannot be
solved one by one and that the solution seems to require the integration of sub-systems. A
third of our brain is occupied with vision. As it is estimated to have the power of 1015 op-
erations per second, vision is more complex than any man-made system created so far, and
artificial vision will never be realized on the basis of conventional software methodology.
Without demonstration of a serious artificial vision system there is no market, and without
a market there is no investment. Only a totally new style of system generation many orders
of magnitude more efficient than the conventional one can save the situation.

2 Sub-system Integration

Presented with a visual scene, individual sub-systems respond with ambiguity in terms
of internal control parameters (e.g., contrast threshold for local edge extraction) and in
terms of possible response. Only by talking to each other and exchanging constraints can
sub-systems reduce their ambiguities. This state of affairs leads to a large complexity
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threshold for a vision system: short of a multiplicity of interlinked sub-systems there is no
useful functionality. (Vision technology has so far circumvented the problem by severely
restricting the application domains.)

Different sub-systems speak different languages, requiring interfaces to translate between
them. If our visual system had only 20 sub-systems it would already need 190 interfaces.
In the domain of, e.g., office automation each interface (such as between printer or scanner
and the computer’s file system) has cost hundreds of millions of Euro, making it clear that
only a fully automated process of interface generation is feasible. This is a vast intellectual
challenge. Learning from examples will evidently have to play an important role, as well
as self-organization on the basis of fundamental concepts of consistency or coherence
[vdM97].

3 Self-Organization

Self-organization is the emergence of global order from naturally given local interactions.
The theory of self-organization we have today is rather incomplete. We still don’t have a
good conceptual grasp on such important aspects as the implementation and organization
of goal hierarchies, the description of cascades of processes of organization (each of which
setting the stage for the next one, usually progressing from coarse to fine), the organization
of temporal processes (for, e.g., for navigation, manipulation, language or music), and the
organization of network-like phenomena [vdM04].

The brain, besides the living cell our prime example of an organic computer, is essentially
analog in its action (the “digital” nervous impulses are not bound to a clock cycle and
their transmission is mediated by analog signals on neural membranes). The technology
of analog computers has died out for the two reasons of prohibitive cost of manual rewiring
for each new calculation and drowning of longer reaction chains in noise. The brain solves
both problems with the help of self-organization, by wiring itself, and by doing so using the
principle that individual signal pathways can only survive when able to predict others or
when embedded in positive feed-back loops [vdM02b]. These principles serve to stabilize
signals against noise.

Our present-day information technology is almost exclusively based on algorithmic con-
trol. This is characterized by hetero-organization: humans write action plans couched
in imperative languages and the computer slavishly executes. There is every indication
that the human vision process is never following schematic sequences (which could show
up, for instance, as regular scan paths of eye movements). Rather, it flexibly organizes
operations to suit scene content and current interest. This can better be realized by non-
imperative languages such as production systems [Ne73] involving constructs on continu-
ous alert to fire upon recognition of a trigger pattern.
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4 Representation

Organic Computing systems are to be based on a general data format amenable to self-
organization. The data structure of cognitive systems must be compositional — more
complex data structures being assembled flexibly from simpler ones, over several levels.
Thus, a visual scene is represented as a complex composite of sub-systems contributing
their individual descriptions. The system fluidly forms once-in-a-lifetime structures, some
structures solidifying by repeated use or under central emotional control so that they can
be recreated. A distinction has to be made between dormant structures (part of permanent
memory) and live ones. There are many reasons commending as fundamental data for-
mat of organic computers dynamical graph structures, dynamic due to activity variables
making the dormant/live distinction for nodes and links [vdM02a].

A major issue concerns the composition rules for complex data structures. Subsystem
integration and pattern recognition are aspects of this issue. It is important that different
structural representations physically overlap to the extent that they share identical sub-
structures. This makes for economy, system coherence, efficiency of inference and pro-
vides structural inheritance. A pre-condition for this is that new structures be absorbed
through intensive recognition processes to identify all possible structural isomorphisms to
already existing structures. These can then simply be glued together with each other and
with whatever is new.

5 Learning

Learning (visual or otherwise) from realistic natural input is an unsolved problem. Learn-
ing times for artificial neural networks explodes for input arrays much beyond 100 bits of
information content. The learning of hierarchies of features from visual inputs has been
tried unsuccessfully in perhaps a hundred different projects. The simple storage of whole
scenes (as is done in the Associative Memory model) is not a solution, as these never re-
cur in their entirety. New scenes must first be decomposed into significant sub-structures
worth storing, significance to be defined in terms of functional utility and likelihood of
recurrence. Significant structures can only be recognized on the basis of pre-existing
schemata (schema-based learning), laid down during construction (evolution) or as the
result of previous learning. With such schemata, the vision process is made goal-oriented,
by directing attention to schematically laid down functional aspects of scenes.

6 Some First Accomplishments

The basis thrust of my laboratory’s work is to gradually retract all programmer-generated
specific scaffold structures in order to arrive at a system that, starting from a minimal
and very general initial architecture, can autonomously learn all specific structures and
procedures necessary to deal with the visual environment.
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Cue integration is at present developing into a major topic in many laboratories. A study di-
rected at the problem of finding the head of persons walking by a video camera [TvdM01]
exemplifies a simple version of sub-system (cue) integration. The cues invoked are pixel
change (static background), skin color, a head shape template, a local contrast histogram
and motion continuity. Each cue generates a likelihood profile over all pixels. The max-
imum of a weighted average of these identifies head position. The weight of a cue is
derived dynamically from its past success (within the same scene) on predicting correctly
the consensus head position. Each cue adjusts its internal parameters (skin color value,
head shape template etc.) to align its prediction with the consensus. Most of the cues go
into the scene without any prejudice (the head template, e.g., being empty). In spite of
individual cues’ great uncertainties (deliberately introduced in the tests, e.g., by changing
illumination color in the middle of a scene, or having persons turn around) the combined
system works quite reliably. The same principles have been applied to the problem of
figure-ground separation [HE02], where each pixel in the image is made to decide “figure”
vs. “ground” by combining cues that distinguish the two globally, again quite successfully.

Using a system for object recognition [LVB+93, Wü04] we built a system for one-shot
learning from video input as a very simple realization of schema-based learning [LM02].
The schema requires the camera to stare (to stabilize the background), and defines objects
by graphs generated as a growing neural gas [Fr97], nodes being placed on a subset of
temporally changing pixels within a convex region. On the node position, Gabor feature
sets are extracted. These labeled graphs represent objects (bottles, toy objects, persons,
faces etc.) well enough to find more examples of the same type in new scenes or pic-
tures. Using the original representation to assemble a couple of dozen more examples
into a bunch graph (see [Wü04]) proved sufficient to form a successful face finder. In an
extension of this work we built a system [TGS+04] for extracting from video sequences
of persons walking towards the camera representations good enough to recognize those
persons from other video sequences (taken the same day, that is, still wearing the same
clothes). In distinction to person-finding systems developed previously (e.g., [VMP02])
the system did not start with a detailed, articulated person schema with highly specific
features but used an extremely simple and general model. Work on hand and whole-body
gesture recognition is under way [KSTW04]. These systems exemplify basic aspects of
organic computing, including a general data representation, self-organization, cue integra-
tion and schema-based learning.

7 Wider Application Domains

For artificial vision there is, as argued, no alternative to the organic computing approach.
This is also true for application domains such as flexible robotics, intuitive human-machine
interfaces or electronic organisms (e.g., net-dwelling knowbots). Many potential applica-
tion domains such as enterprise software or computer operating systems, however, are
either blocked by the vested interest of large industries protecting their investment or, like
the urgent air control problem, are considered too critical to be put in the hands of a new
and unproven methodology. It can be expected, however, that the software crisis will soon
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reach dimensions leading to public outcry and the readiness to try fundamentally new ap-
proaches. The simple idea that enterprise software, operating systems, air control systems
or cars could adapt to rich varieties of specific situations on the basis of observing and
learning from ongoing operations would revolutionize those domains.
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